Story Share - HSI
Student Experience Conversations

What Is Your Experience as a Student at an Hispanic Serving Institution?

Bring a “story-buddy” and come to the HSI StoryShare booth to record a short conversation about your experiences at UC Davis, what educational justice, success and serving mean to you, as well as what does Hispanic Serving Institution mean to you.

Your story-buddy could be your partner, best friend – anyone.

Your 20-minute talk will be recorded and archived. Portions may be used in HSI Task Force materials and in future HSI recommendations. It’s part oral history project, part snapshot of how UC Davis is doing. Be part of the conversation!

Sign up:
hsisharebooth.setmore.com/bookappointment

To book appointment click on “HSI Share Booth,” then choose provider.

SAYATDAY
Nov
17

20 minute sessions available by appointment
9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
2120 Hart Hall
(Chicana/o Studies Conference Room)